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Form no. (J) 2  

 

Heading of judgment in original suit/case  

 

THE COURT OF MUNSIFF, HATSINGIMARI, DHUBRI. 

 

Present: Sri AbhijitSaikia, AJS. 

Thursday, the28th day of March,2019. 

 

TITLESUIT NO. 40/2016 

1. BODIYAT ZAMAN 

2. IMDADUL ALOM 

                               …………..   Plaintiffs 

 
 Versus       

 

1. THE STATE OF ASSAM 

2. THE S.D.O. (CIVIL), HATSINGIMARI 

3. THE EXECUTIVE ENGINEER, P.W.D. (ROADS) 

4. THE S.D.O., P.W.D. 

 …………  Defendants 

1. AKKAS ALI AND OTHERS 

  …………  Pro Forma Defendants 

This suit/case coming on for final hearing on 08/03/2019 in the presence of –  

Mr. Abdul Baten Sk.                        , LearnedAdvocatefor the plaintiffs;and  

, Learned Advocate for the defendants, 

And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following 

judgment- 
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JUDGMENT 

 

1. The plaintiffs had instituted this suit seeking a decree for Declaration of their 

right, title and interest over the suit land,described in the scheduleof the 

plaint. Further, the plaintiffs had prayed for confirmation of their possession 

over the suit land. Furthermore, they had prayed that an Amin Commissioner 

may be appointed to demarcate the boundaries of the suit land. Finally, the 

plaintiffs had prayed for a decree of permanent injunction against the 

defendants in order to restrain them from constructing a PWD Road over the 

suit land, except by way of lawful acquisition by the government.  

 

2. The brief facts leading to the institution of this suit as revealed from the plaint 

are that: 

 

3. One Ferajuddin, father of the plaintiff No. 1 BodiyatZaman and one Abdul 

Mazid, father of the Plaintiff No. 2 ImdadulAlom, were among the 13 

(Thirteen)Khatiandars of land measuring 1 (One) Bigha, 1 (One) Katha and 9 

(Nine) Lechas,covered by the Dag No. 665(old)/699(New), under Khatian No. 

119(Old)/48 (New), situated at Revenue VillageBhurakata under Mankachar 

Revenue Circle in the District ofDhubri(Assam).There was amicable partition of 

this 1 (One) Bigha, 1 (One) Katha and 9 (Nine) Lechas of land and other lands 

among the 13(Thirteen) Khatiandars. As per amicable family partition, the 

aforesaid 1B-1K-9Ls fell in the share of the plaintiffs’ fathers who constructed 

their residential houses therein and resided there till their death. Thereafter, 

the plaintiffs got the said land with residential houses by right of their 

inheritance and they have been residing there along with their family 

members. Their possession and enjoyment in the said land and residence shall 

be more than 60 (Sixty) years since the time of their deceased fathers. There 

was a P.W.D. Road passing through village Bhurakata from South Bhurakata 

at E & D Bandh to Dhorakoba via Arat. The said road was facing the Eastern 

boundary of the above stated land of the plaintiffs. The Pro forma Defendants 

No. 5 and 8 have got their fishery adjacent to the said P.W.D. road but due to 

flood the road proportionate to their fishery has been completely swallowed 

by the fishery. There is virtually no existence of the Road in front of the 
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fishery.The defendants have already reconstructed the road under M.P.N.A. 

scheme minus the part swallowed by the fishery. The department has now 

been demanding the residential land of the plaintiffs for construction of the 

road. The said road shall cover an area of 100ft x 20ft over the plaintiff's 

residential land. The plaintiffs have been refusing to leave their residential 

lands for construction of the road. They have virtually given bamboo fences 

over the boundaries of their residential land. The defendants have been 

threatening the plaintiffs with fear of forcible construction of the road over 

100ft x 20ft of the residential lands of the plaintiffs which is the suit land. The 

defendants have been applying threat since last week of April, 2015 and lastly 

on 05-05-2015. A notice under Section 80 of the Code of Civil Procedure was 

issued to the defendants through mistake and misunderstanding of the 

concerned advocate. It was mentioned in the said Notice that the defendants 

constructed the road over the suit land which is not the fact and reality. The 

advocate concerned committed the error under a mistaken belief. The said 

notice has been withdrawn in the meantime.The plaintiffs shall suffer 

irreparable losses if the road is constructed over the suit Patta lands. This may 

be done at any moment by application of force. As such, they had filed the 

suit seeking appropriate reliefs. 

 

4. The state defendants i.e. the principal defendants No. 1, 2, 3and 4had 

appeared through Government Pleader, after service of summonses upon 

them. However, they had failed to file their written statementwithin the 

statutory period, inspite of taking repeated adjournments for the same. As 

such, they were not allowed to file their written statement after the expiry of 

the prescribed period. However, these defendants continued to contest the 

suit as they were allowed to cross examine the plaintiff’s witnesses. The Pro 

formadefendants No. 1 to 11failed to appear in the court inspite of proper 

service of summonses upon them. As such, the suit proceeded ex-parte 

against the pro forma defendants.  

 

5. In support of their plaint, the Plaintiffs adduced evidence in affidavits of 3 

(Three) witnesses, including that of the plaintiff No. 1 himself. These 

witnesses were duly cross examined by the contesting defendants and 

discharged thereafter.The plaintiffs then adduced evidence of 2 (Two) official 
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witnesses. The defendants did not cross examine these official witnesses. 

After closure of the plaintiffs’ evidence, the contesting defendants on their 

part, failed to adduce any evidence in their favor. Accordingly, the evidence of 

the defendants was closed. I have heard the learned counsel for the plaintiffs 

in his arguments. No arguments were advanced from the side of the 

contesting state defendants. I have gone through the entire case record 

including the evidence adduced by the plaintiffs. 

 

6. From the materials available on record, the following points for determination 

are taken up for consideration and decision: 

 

1. Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 

2. Whether the plaintiffshave right, title and interests over the suit land, 

described in the schedule of the plaint? 

3. Whether the defendant Nos. 1 to 4 are trying to construct a P.W.D. road 

over the suit land in an illegal manner? 

4. Whether the plaintiffs are entitled to the relief(s), as prayed for? 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF: 

 

7. Now, let me discuss the materials on record and try to arrive at definite 

findings as regards the points for determination.  

 

Point for Determination No. 1: 

 

8. The plaintiffs have pleaded that theyhad inherited the suit land after the death 

of their respective fathers, who were the actual owners/Khatiandaars of the 

suit land. Since the time of their fathers, the plaintiffs are in possession of the 

suit lands and have residential houses therein. The principal defendants have 

beentrying to forcefully construct a P.W.D. road over the suit land and have 

been threatening the plaintiffs of such forceful construction. The ownership of 

immovable property entails certain definite rights upon the owner, the first 

and foremost of which is the right of undisturbed possession over the plot 

owned. The owner is thus entitled to exclusive possession over his landed 

property, to the exclusion of all others. It is pertinent to mention here that as 
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per theDoctrine of ‘Eminent Domain’, the government has the supreme power 

to take the property of any person over the interest of general public, subject 

to payment of a suitable compensation to the land owner of the private 

property. The Article 300 A of our Constitution provides that,“Persons not to 

be deprived of property save by authority of law - No person shall be deprived 

of his property save by authority of law.” As the plaintiffs have alleged a 

breach of this condition of ‘authority of law’ and a forceful attempt at 

acquisition of their property, the plaintiffs have a cause of action to redress 

the same. Thus, the Point for Determination No. 1 is decided in the affirmative 

and in favor of the plaintiffs. 

 

Point for Determination No. 2: 

 

9. As stated earlier, the plaintiffs adduced evidence of 3 (Three) witnesses 

altogether. PW 1 BodiyatZaman is the plaintiff No. 1 in this suit. He deposed in 

his evidence on affidavit that he and the plaintiff No. 2 had filed this suit 

against the defendants seeking the above stated reliefs. His father Ferajuddin 

Sk. and Abdul Mazid, who was the father of the Plaintiff No. 2, were among 

the 13 (Thirteen) Khatiandars who owned and possessed land measuring 1 

(One) Bigha, 1 (One) Katha and 9 (Nine) Lechas, covered by the Dag No. 665 

(old)/699 (New), under Khatian No. 119 (Old)/48 (New), situated at Revenue 

Village Bhurakata under Mankachar Revenue Circle in the District of South 

SalmaraMankachar (Assam). As per amicable partition amongst the 

Khatiandars, this land measuring 1 (One) Bigha, 1 (One) Katha and 9 (Nine) 

Lechas fell in the share of the plaintiffs’ fathers who constructed their 

residential houses therein and resided there till their death. Thereafter, the 

two plaintiffs got the said land with residential houses by right of their 

inheritance and they have been residing there along with their family 

members. Their possession and enjoyment in the said land and residence will 

be more than 60 (Sixty) years since the time of their deceased fathers. There 

was a P.W.D. Road passing through village Bhurakata from South Bhurakata 

at E & D Bandh to Dhorakoba via village Arat i.e. from eastern to western 

side. The said road is situated adjacent to the Eastern boundary of the above 

stated land of the plaintiffs. The Pro forma Defendants No. 5 and 8 have a 

fishery adjacent to the said P.W.D. road.Due to floods, the P.W.D. road 
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proportionate to the fishery has been completely swallowed by the fishery. 

There is no existence of the P.W.D. Road in front of the fishery i.e. on the 

eastern boundary of the land of the plaintiffs. However, people used to walk 

on the swallowed portion of the P.W.D. road indicated above. The principal 

defendants have already started to reconstruct the P.W.D. road and have 

completed construction except the part adjacent to the eastern boundary of 

the land of the plaintiffs, as indicated above. As the erstwhile P.W.D. road has 

been swallowed by the fishery, the defendants have been illegally demanding 

the residential land of the plaintiffs for construction of the road. The said road 

shall cover an area of 100ft x 20ft of the plaintiff's residential land. The 

plaintiffs have been possessing this entire plot by giving bamboo fencing over 

the boundaries. The defendants have been threatening the plaintiffs with fear 

of forcible construction of the road over 100ft x 20ft into the residential lands 

of the plaintiffs, which has been described in the schedule of the plaint, since 

last week of April, 2015 and lastly on 05-05-2015. The defendants are 

intending to illegally construct a portion of the road on the Patta lands of the 

plaintiffs instead of the actual position of the road, just to save money. The 

defendants have no right, title or interest over the suit land. A notice under 

Section 80 of the Code of Civil Procedure was issued to the defendants 

through mistake and misunderstanding of the concerned advocate. It was 

mentioned in the said Notice that the defendants constructed the road over 

the suit land which is not the fact and reality. The advocate concerned 

committed the error under a mistaken belief. The said notice has been 

withdrawn in the meantime. Due to the emergency involved in the facts of the 

suit, the suit has been filed by taking leave under Section 80(2) of the Code.  

 

10. In his cross examination by the state defendants, the plaintiff/PW 1 deposed 

that he has not received the new Patta No. of the suit land as per re-survey 

and re-settlement. In order to demarcate the suit land, he had submitted an 

application before the A.S.O., Mankachar Circle but the demarcation was not 

done. He has not submitted copies of the application in court. He was not 

aware of the breadth of the road in the eastern portion of the suit land. He 

was unable to state the measurement of the suit land exactly. There was a 

road for the passage of people in between the Dags No. 660 and 665. The 

portion under the Dag No. 660 was washed away in flood. As such, the 
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Government is trying to construct a road in his land under Dag No. 665. If the 

road is constructed as per Vendyke Map, he has no objections against the 

same.  

 

11. PW 2 Akkas Ali Miah is the pro forma defendant No. 1 in this suit. He is also a 

co-Khatiandar of the suit land. He corroborated the evidence of the 

plaintiff/PW 1 through his evidence on affidavit. In his cross examination, he 

admitted that he and the plaintiff No. 1 are brothers. He denied the 

suggestion that the suit land is government land. PW 3 Amjad Hussain resides 

near the suit land and is well acquainted with the facts of the suit. Through 

his evidence on affidavit, he fully corroborated the evidence of the plaintiff/PW 

1. In his cross examination, he stated that people use the plaintiffs’ land for 

conveyance as the existing road has been washed away.  

 

12. It is evident from the analysis of the depositions of the PW’s that the 

contesting defendants could not shake their credit in cross examinationas the 

PW’s stood their ground during cross examination. Overall, the oral 

depositions on record corroborate each other and pass the test of credibility.   

 

13. Coming to the documentary Exhibits of the plaintiffs, Exhibit 1 is the Final 

Khatian No. 119 (Proved in original) while Exhibit 2 is the certified copy of 

Final Khatian No. 119. In order toprove the Khatian, the plaintiffs adduced the 

evidence of Muktar Ali (PW 4), an official witness from the Settlement Office. 

He had produced the original Final Khatianin the court. He deposed that the 

Khatian No. 119 is in the names of Ferajuddin Sk. and Miyajaan Sk. Exhibit 2 

is the certified copy of the said Khatian. Exhibit 1 is identical to the document 

produced by him. The land contained therein is 1 (One) Bigha, 1 (One) Katha 

and 9 (Nine) Lechas. Exhibit 3 is the RayotorKechaKhatian No. 48 (Proved in 

original).The PW 5 SamsulHaque is an official witness who works as a Lat 

Mandal under the A.S.O., MankacharCircle. He had produced the 

KechaKhatian Book of the Raiyat of Bhurakata village. The Book disclosed that 

RaiyatiKhatian No. 48 is in the name of Ferajuddin and 13 (Thirteen) others. 

The Exhibit 3 is identical to the document produced by him. The Exhibit 3 has 

been issued from the document produced by him.  
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14. A ‘Khatian’ is a certificate of tenancy issued under the provisions of Section 58 

read with Rule 35 of the Assam (Temporary Settled Areas) Tenancy Act, 1971. 

As per sub-sections (4) and (5) of Section 58 of the aforesaid Act:"58. 

Certificate of and presumption as to final publication and presumption as to 

correctness of record-of-rights- (1)… (2)…. (3)…. (4) In any suit or other 

proceeding in which a record-of-rights prepared and published under this 

Chapter or a duly certified copy thereof, or extract therefrom, is produced 

such record-of-rights shall be presumed to have been finally published unless 

the contrary is proved. (5) Every entry in a record-of-rights finally published 

shall be conclusive evidence of the matter referred to in such entry, and shall 

be presumed to be correct until it is proved by evidence to be incorrect. 

 

15. The issue of proof of a Khatian was discussed by the HonourableGauhati High 

Court in Lakshmi Prabha Borah and Others VS. Bhagya Devi and 

Others[2014 (4) GLT 176]. It was held there that,“Khatian is the certificate 

as to final publication of the records of rights and under Section 58 (4) of the 

Assam (Temporarily Settled Areas) Tenancy Act, 1971 which provides that 

such records of rights prepared and published under the Act is to be 

presumed to have been finally published unless the contrary is proved. The 

Section 58 (5) of the same Act mandates that every entry in the records of 

rights finally published is conclusive evidence of the matter referred to in any 

such entry and the same shall be presumed to be correct until it is proved by 

evidence to be incorrect. The exhibit-1, therefore, is to be presumed to be 

correct and the same is conclusive evidence as to tenancy of the plaintiff over 

the suit land until the same is proved to be incorrect by leading evidence. The 

purport of Section 58 (5) is that it shall be the burden of the person 

challenging the Khatian to lead evidence so as to prove Khatian to be 

incorrect. It cannot be the burden of the plaintiffs to establish that Khatian 

was duly published. As long as the Khatian has been brought on record from 

the custody of the plaintiff in the capacity of the occupancy tenant, it was the 

burden of the defendants to lead evidence to prove the same to be incorrect. 

No attempt has been made by the defendants in this case to lead any 

evidence against the said Khatian as required under Section 58 (5) of the 

Assam (Temporarily Settled Areas) Tenancy Act, 1971.” In the instant suit, the 

defendants did not adduce any evidence to dispute the said Khatian produced 
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by the plaintiffs. Hence, there is nothing to doubt the authenticity of the 

same. 

 

16. Exhibit 4 is the Map of the Locality. Exhibit 4(1) is the Dag No. 665 in the 

Map. The Map indicates no government road running through the Dag No. 

665. Rather, there is indication of a conveyance road running in between the 

Dag No. 665 and 666, to the eastern boundary of the Dag No. 665. 

 

17. Overall, the plaintiffs have been able to prove their right, title and interests 

over the suit land whereas the defendants could not establish that the suit 

land are government lands and the plaintiffs have no rights over the same. 

Hence, this point is decided in the affirmative and in favor of the plaintiffs. 

 

Point for Determination No. 3: 

 

18. The plaintiff/PW 1 and his supporting witnesses have substantiated the fact 

that the defendants are trying to forcefully construct a road over the suit land 

even though the same is under the right, title and interest of the plaintiffs. 

The defendants had never denied such claim. On overall consideration, the 

point is decided in the affirmative and in favor of the plaintiffs.  

 

Point for Determination No. 4: 

 

19. The plaintiffs have been able to prove that they have right, title and interest 

over the suit land described in the schedule of the plaint. However, it is a fact 

beyond dispute that the government can acquire private property of 

individuals for the greater good of the society.In this suit, the defendants did 

not adduce any documentary or oral evidence to indicate that the suit land of 

the plaintiffs is required to be legally acquisitioned by the government in order 

to construct a P.W.D. Road and that the procedure prescribed regarding the 

acquisition has been adhered too. As stated earlier in this Judgment, private 

property cannot be acquired by the government in a whimsical manner and 

due process and authority of law has to be followed. The defendants failed to 

adduce any evidence in this regard. In absence thereof, it has to be held that 

the plaintiff is entitled to the reliefs as sought for. On overall consideration, 

this point is decided in the affirmative and in favor of the plaintiffs. The 
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plaintiffs have successfully managed to establish their right, title, interests and 

right to possession over the suit land as opposed to the failure of the 

defendants to rebut the same. Therefore, the plaintiffs have managed to 

establish a prima facie case in their favor. Any interference with the actual 

ownership and enjoyment of the suit land of the plaintiffsby the defendants 

save by authority of law will lead to an irreparable loss to the plaintiffs that 

cannot be compensated in terms of money. The right to property is a 

constitutionally guaranteed right. As the matter pertains to valid title and 

ownership of the plaintiffs over the suit land, any unauthorized interference 

with the same will bring about a greater harm to the plaintiffs than the 

defendants. Therefore, the balance of convenience is in favor of the plaintiffs. 

Hence, the plaintiffsare held to be entitled to the reliefs, as prayed for. 

 

ORDER 

 

20. In view of the above discussion and the decisions on the aforesaid points for 

determination, the instant suit is decreed on contest in favor of the plaintiffs, 

with costs. It is hereby declared that the plaintiffs have right, title and 

interests over the suit land described in the schedule of the plaint. Their 

possession over the suit land is confirmed. The principal defendants, their 

agents, servants, representatives or men are hereby restrained from 

encroaching or constructing in the suit scheduled land, except by way of 

lawful acquisition under authority of law. Prepare decree accordingly.  

Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this the 28thday of March, 2019 

at Hatsingimari, Dhubri.  

 

ABHIJIT SAIKIA, 

 MUNSIFF,HATSINGIMARI, DHUBRI. 

 

 

 

TYPED BY ME: AbhijitSaikia, Munsiff, Hatsingimari, Dhubri. 
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APPENDIX 

 

Witnesses examined by the Plaintiffs: 

1. BodiyatZaman(PW1) 

2. Akkas Ali Miah (PW 2) 

3. Amjad Hussain (PW 3) 

4. Muktar Ali (PW 4) 

5. SamsulHaque(PW 5) 

 

Documents exhibited by the Plaintiffs: 

1. Exhibit 1 is the Final Khatian No. 119 (Proved in original).  

2. Exhibit 2 is the certified copy of Final Khatian No. 119.  

3. Exhibit 3 is the RayotorKechaKhatian No. 48 (Proved in original).  

4. Exhibit 4 is the Map.  

5. Exhibit 4(1) is the Dag No. 665.   

 

 

Witnesses examined by the Defendants: 

None. 

 

 

Documents exhibited by the Defendants: 

None. 
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T.S. 40/2016 

ORDER 

 

28.03.2019 

 

Plaintiffs are represented. 

Defendants are absent without any steps. 

The Judgment is prepared in separate sheets, to be tagged together with the case 

record. The same is pronounced in open court in presence of the learned counsel 

from the plaintiffs’ side. 

In view of the discussion and decisions made therein, the instant suit is decreed 

on contest in favor of the plaintiffs, with costs. It is hereby declared that the 

plaintiffs have right, title and interests over the suit land described in the schedule 

of the plaint. Their possession over the suit land is confirmed. The principal 

defendants, their agents, servants, representatives or men are hereby restrained 

from encroaching or constructing in the suit scheduled land, except by way of 

lawful acquisition under authority of law. 

Prepare decree accordingly. 

The instant suit is hereby disposed. 

 

 

 




